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Concrete isn’t just gray anymore! 
 

 

Who we are 

We are a Bucks County, family owned and 

operated business specializing in concrete artistry.  

Although formed in 1997, Liquid Stone’s artisans 

have decades of combined experience in 

concrete, construction, design, masonry, and 

architecture prior to this date.  Three of us met while 

attending the architecture and design program at 

Philadelphia College of Textiles and Science (now 

Philadelphia University).  We were all continuing 

education students looking to expand on our artistic 

abilities.  It was fate that we all met and 

collaborated to form this amazing company.  In the 

past few years, we’ve added another ‘Philly U’ 

alumni from the Industrial Arts program to round out 

our team.  We also have some very talented local 

masonry artisans and carpenters who come on 

board as needed to fulfill specific project needs.   

We truly are a team of Concrete Artisans. 
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About our work 

Although all concrete starts out with a simple ancient recipe of 
sand or stone (aka aggregate), cement, and water, that’s 
where we take it to another level.   Yes, we can place 
concrete for pretty much any purpose, but our hearts are in 
the Art of Concrete!  We want to see how far we can push the 
boundaries of what concrete can do and be.  We like to 
design and create amazing pieces of art that just happen to 
be functional.  All our pieces are custom designed for the 
individual client, so there is no mass production or 
prefabricated slabs in our studio.  For more than twenty years 
we have been designing and producing concrete 
countertops, furniture, fireplace surrounds, fire bars, restaurant 
and bar tops, polished concrete floors. 

Concrete is FUN!  If you can dream it, we can mold it!   

As much as we create the art, each piece should reflect the 
personality of the client and their space.   We invite our clients 
to be part of not only the design process, but to come into the 
studio on the day we pour their project and get messy.   From 
taking photos of their pieces being molded and poured, to 
getting their hands in the mix and really being part of it.   

When it comes to floors, there is nothing more exciting than 
taking a messy old worn and neglected concrete floor and 
exposing an amazing surface!  It brings a whole new 
dimension to the space and home or business.  Our question: 
why would anyone want to spend money by putting another 
type of flooring over a perfectly good floor surface to begin 
with?  And it’s pretty sustainable too!! 

Liquid Stone has participated in 5 Bucks County Designer 
Homes in the past 15 years, the 2015 and 2016 Design 
Philadelphia, 2015 IFDA Take a Seat program, and numerous 
‘Green’ and Art shows and festivals.  Liquid Stone hosts 
multiple Open Studio events during the year to expose artistic 
minded individuals to the amazing world of concrete.    

Our countertops and other concrete pieces are non-porous 
and sealed with a water based zero VOC sealer to create a 
minimal maintenance surface.  The addition of recycled 
chopped up fiberglass gives each piece additional strength 
and durability.   

 

 

Contact us for details.  215.794.8900 
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